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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET- VERSA TIQUE 
 
 
DESCRIPTION AND USE 
XCEL SURFACES VERSA TIQUE Cementitous 
Antiquing Product is a versatile coloring agent that 
can be easily applied and will hold fast to any textured 
concrete surface. VERSA TIQUE is sold as a powder, 
but is designed to be mixed with water and applied as 
a liquid wash coat. VERSA TIQUE can be used to 
revitalize a weathered concrete surface or add an 
antique color to a freshly textured surface. It goes on 
quickly and easily and can be removed readily for 
greater control of the coloring process. This product is 
water-based. 
 
APPLICATION 
Xcel Surfaces VERSA TIQUE is easy to mix and 
apply so it can be used by professionals and do-it-
yourselfers alike. It comes in a 1 gallon pail with 
approximately 3 pounds of colored powder and a 
three-quarter cup measuring spoon wrapped in a 
plastic bag. To mix: pull out and open the bag of 
VERSA TIQUE powder, fill the 1 gallon pail with 
water, and mix in one full three-quarter cup measuring 
spoon of the powder. Use more or less of the product 
in one gallon of water to achieve different results in 
color intensity. VERSA TIQUE can be mixed readily 
with a stir stick so motorized mixing is not necessary, 
but the product in the container will need to be 
agitated periodically during application to keep the 
solids from settling. This settling property of VERSA 
TIQUE is important in reaching the desired antique 
effect. Before applying product to unsealed concrete, 
it is helpful to pre-moisten the surface with water so 
the liquid color will have time to even out and settle 
properly. The most basic technique to apply VERSA 
TIQUE is to simply pour the liquid color straight onto 
the horizontal concrete surface with a standard 
garden watering can, make sure to leave a uniform 
coat of liquid over the area to be covered. If 
Necessary, liquid VERSA TIQUE can be spread 
quickly and easily with a clean push broom. Be sure 
to have clean water handy to spray while it is still wet 
and can be wiped of clean dry sponge when dry. 
 
FEATURES 

• Mess Free- no power washing less clean up 
time 

• Complete control of antiquing process 
• Use Multiple colors for more natural look 

 
 
 
 
 

SEALING AND MAINTENANCE 
A quality Xcel Surfaces sealer is recommended to 
protect the newly textured or colored concrete 
surface. The concrete must be cleaned and 
thoroughly dried prior to application.  
 
COVERAGE 
One 3 pound bucket of Xcel Surfaces VERSA TIQUE 
covers about 2000-3000 square feet. 
 
PACKAGING 
1 gallon 
 
HANDLING & STORAGE 
Read Material Safety Data Sheets before using.  
Dispose of unused material in accordance with 
Federal, State and Local regulations. Storage 
temperature below: (120° F).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Xcel Surfaces products are intended for professional use only. Keep 
away from children. Xcel Surfaces warrants its products to be free of 
manufacturing defects and that they will meet the current published 
physical properties when applied in accordance with Xcel Surfaces 
directions and tested in accordance with ASTM and Xcel Surfaces 
standards. There are no other warranties by Xcel Surfaces of any 
nature whatsoever expressed or implied, including any warranty of 
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose in connection with 
this product.  Xcel Surfaces shall not be liable for damages of any 
sort, including remote or consequential damages resulting from any 
claimed breach of any warranty, whether expressed or implied, 
including any warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular 
purpose or from any cause whatsoever.  Xcel Surfaces shall also not 
be responsible for use of this product in a manner to infringe on any 
patent held by others.  
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